
- Dimensions: height 350mm, width 330mm and depth 114mm
- Totally hermetic structure;
- Material: ABS, protects from moisture, water resistant, protects from poor,
has a protection up to IP 65;
- Color available Light gray and white, other on request. 
- All the accessories for fixing and joining the fiber are contained inside on the back panel;
- The cables and all the fibers that will be placed inside it will each have its own path without
create an obstacle to others;
- There is the removable plate with two layers one.
- Lower layer has 3 splice trays for 24 smouv, loop cable manager and holder for PLC splitter.
- The back part of the flap hold the splitter’s input and the pigtails. 
- The flap support termination areas for connection OLOs, Point-to-point or splitter and customer
- It is easy to install on the wall inside and outside both on the wall and on the pole using the appropriate 
ones support frames.
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FTTH Distribution Box up to 48

Features

DATASHEET

This box is used as a connection to the network (power cable) and / or a termination point with OLOs.
The distribution cable is also installed with loop mode.
The box can be used as a reference point, division or distribution of the fiber.
It is perfect for networks in FTTH networks. It can be used inside.
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part number: OUT-ROE-48

H*W*D(mm)

350*330*114 265*280

L*H (mm)

Dimensions

SC simplex

48

Maximum capacity

PLC Splitters
4pcs 

up to metal case 60*12*4mm

Maximum capacity Fixing dimension Input cables
6 cables up to 12mm

or 8 drop cables entries up to 8mm
+ 1 loop cable up to 12mm 

+ 2 feeder cables up to 12mm
or 12 drop cables entries up to 3,5mm

+ 1 loop cable up to 12mm 
+ 3 feeder cables up to 12mm 


